Study Design: Systematic review. Objectives: The AOSpine thoracolumbar injury classification system (ATLICS) is a relatively simple yet comprehensive classification of spine injuries introduced in 2013. This systematic review summarizes the evidence on measurement properties of this new classification, particularly the reliability and validity of the main morphologic injury types with and without inclusion of the subtypes.
Introduction
Classification of spinal injuries is an ongoing challenge. Since the first classification of thoracolumbar injuries proposed by Watson-Jones 1 in 1938, substantial efforts have been made to design an ideal scheme which is valid and reliable. Although various classification systems have been developed, none are universally accepted. 2 The AOSpine thoracolumbar injury classification system (ATLICS) was introduced by Vaccaro et al 3 in 2013, as a relatively simple yet comprehensive classification system. ATLICS employs the features of 2 previous classification systems: the Magerl system 4 and the Thoracolumbar Injury Classification and Severity Score (TLICS). 5 Magerl et al 4 established their classification in 1994, based on 3 main mechanisms of fracture: vertebral body compression (type A), anterior and posterior element injuries with distraction (type B), and anterior and posterior element injuries with rotation (type C). The TLICS was established in 2005 by Vaccaro et al. 5 They used the following 3 primary morphologies: compression, translation/rotation, and distraction. In addition, they included the integrity of the posterior ligamentous complex and the neurologic status of the patient and also weighted the injury severity with a point system.
Despite the relatively short period after its development, ATLICS has gained attention as a substitute for its predecessor, the TLICS. There have been ongoing efforts to evaluate the properties of ATLICS, to develop an injury severity score and a surgical algorithm based on this classification. [6] [7] [8] [9] Selection of a classification system is often a conundrum that needs a thorough evaluation and critical appraisal of the literature on reliability and validity of existing measures. Therefore, this systematic review summarizes the evidence on measurement properties of ATLICS, mainly focusing on the reliability and validity of the morphologic classification with and without inclusion of subtypes. Our secondary objective was to assess the effect of observers' experience and professional background on measurement properties of ATLICS.
Materials and Methods

Protocol
This systematic review was designed in line with the recommendations of the COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement INstruments (COSMIN) initiative 10, 11 and reported in compliance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Protocols (PRISMA-P) statement. 12 All steps of the review process were performed independently by 2 reviewers and controversies were resolved through consensus.
Literature Search
A literature search was performed using PubMed and Embase electronic databases in September 2016, with the keywords "AOSpine," "injury," "fracture," and "classification" (Appendix A). The search was supplemented using related Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and EMTREE terms. No restriction was applied regarding the publication type, language, date, or other search limits. Additionally, the references of the included studies were screened for potentially relevant articles that were not identified in the electronic search.
Eligibility Criteria
Inclusion criteria:
1-The aim of the study was to evaluate the reliability and/or validity of the ATLICS. OR 2-The focus of the study was on development or modification of the ATLICS, the surgical algorithm or the injury severity score derived from this classification. 
Study Selection
Two authors (AA and ZB) independently screened the titles and abstracts of all identified records and appraised them using the eligibility criteria above. Other relevant records such as reviews and technical notes were initially considered for inclusion to be used for reference tracking. Same criteria were applied for screening the references of included studies, and for selection of the final set of full-texts for data extraction and best evidence synthesis. All discrepancies during the selection process were resolved through consensus between the 2 reviewers.
Measurement Properties
Measurement properties of interest were defined according to the COSMIN taxonomy. 13 Only the following measurement properties that are relevant to ATLICS were included: face and content validity, construct validity, reliability (both inter-and intraobserver reliability) and measurement error. Internal consistency and structural validity were irrelevant, as these measurement properties are only relevant for multi-item instruments based on a reflective model. Criterion validity was irrelevant as no gold standard exists to classify spine injuries.
Evaluation of the Quality of Studies
Since there are no widely accepted standards for assessing the methodological quality of studies on the measurement properties of classification systems, a content comparison of 3 existing instruments was performed: the COSMIN checklist, 14 the Quality Appraisal of Reliability Studies (QAREL) checklist, 15 and the quality criteria proposed by Audigé et al. 16 One of the main disadvantages of QAREL is that the items cover the generalizability of results rather than the methodological quality of the studies. Furthermore, lack of details in QAREL items concerning the statistical methods hinders a comprehensive assessment of the quality of studies. Besides, QAREL provides only 2 options for each item, which negatively influences the flexibility and precision of the quality assessment process. Therefore, COSMIN checklist 14 was selected as the most appropriate tool, as it includes the most comprehensive, systematic and transparent methodology for assessment of the methodological quality of studies on reliability, validity, and responsiveness. 14 However, since COSMIN was developed for patient-reported outcome measures, it was modified to meet the purpose of this study (Appendix B). The box Reliability and the box Measurement error of the COSMIN were modified, by removing the questions/standards addressing "missing items," since they are irrelevant considering the output of the ATLICS. Furthermore, the item that concerns the sample size was removed, as there is no consensus on the adequate sample size for reliability studies with multiple raters. Moreover, sample sizes are now included in the data syntheses phase. Additionally, as suggested in other published standards, lack of blinding to patients' clinical findings was included as a minor methodological flaw in the modified checklist when the morphologic classification section of ATLICS was the only focus of a study. 15, 16 Following these modifications, 3 authors (AA, ZB, and LBM) pilot-tested the checklist in three papers to increase the agreement among reviewers. Similarly as done in systematic reviews of patient-reported outcome measures that use the COSMIN checklist, the overall quality of each study was determined based on the COSMIN item with the lowest score (ie, worst-score-counts method). 17 
Data Extraction
The following information was extracted from all included studies: the sampling method, patient characteristics (ie, the number of injury levels and distribution of injury based on ATLICS), observer characteristics (ie, their specialties and level of experience), imaging modalities and findings. For reliability studies, kappa values and percentage agreement were extracted as indicators of reliability and measurement error, respectively. For content validity studies, the findings on relevance of ATLICS (ie, to aspects such as the construct of thoracolumbar injury, target population and its discriminative application), its comprehensiveness and comprehensibility were considered for extraction. For construct validity studies, the hypotheses (when formulated in advance) and findings regarding the correlation of ATLICS with other measures and its ability to discriminate between important patient subgroups were considered for extraction.
Best Evidence Synthesis
The results of each study were evaluated using the criteria proposed by Terwee et al 18 (Appendix C). To generate an overall rating, qualitative summaries were produced and rated as follows: "positive (þ)" overall findings when at least 75% of the summarized results met the criteria for good measurement properties (Appendix C); "negative (À)" when less than 25% of the summarized results met the criteria for good measurement properties; and "conflicting" when between 25% and 75% of the summarized results met the criteria for good measurement properties. Consequently, the quality of evidence (QoE) was determined based on the quality of studies and results, according to the criteria proposed by Prinsen et al 19 (Appendix D).
Results
Overview of the Studies
The literature search identified 63 unique records, of which 17 were selected for the full-text review and 9 articles 3,20-27 were included in the final review ( Figure 1 ). There was a substantial variation in the characteristics of included studies in terms of the number of observers and cases and imaging modalities ( Table 1 ). The sampling method was random in 2 studies, consecutive in 2, not reported in 1, and purposive in the remaining 4 studies. The observers in all studies were surgeons with different levels of training and experience. All studies used the same static images for repeated assessments. All included studies evaluated the reliability or measurement error. However, there was no study on content, face, or construct validity of the ATLICS. While all studies focused on the morphologic classification section of the ATLICS, the reliability of the neurological classification was evaluated in only 1 study, and the modifiers were not addressed in any of the studies. The overall quality of all included studies was fair. Lack of blinding to the clinical findings and use of unweighted kappa statistical method were the most common methodological flaws of the studies. Details of the results of included studies are presented in Table 2 . Summary of the evidence on intra-and interobserver reliability of the ATLICS is presented in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively.
Neurologic Classification
Reliability of the neurologic classification was assessed only in 1 study, using the medical data provided to the observers. This study showed positive results for inter-and intraobserver reliability, with kappa values of 0.85 and 0.91, respectively (QoE: low) ( Table 2 ).
Morphologic Classification
Reliability of the morphologic classification was assessed at 4 different levels: the overall morphologic classification (ie, 3 main types of injury and their subtypes), overall morphologic classification with exclusion of subtypes (ie, 3 main types of injury) and separately for each main type and subtype.
Intraobserver reliability of the overall morphologic classification was evaluated in 5 studies, of which 2 studies showed positive results (QoE: low) ( Table 3) . With exclusion of subtypes, the intraobserver reliability improved in all studies, demonstrating positive results in 4 out of 5 studies (QoE: moderate). The intraobserver reliability of the type A and type B injuries was reported in 4 studies, of which 3 studies showed positive results for type A and 2 studies for type B (QoE: low). The intraobserver reliability of type C injury was positive in 2 studies (QoE: moderate).
Interobserver reliability of the overall morphologic classification was evaluated in 4 studies, all of which showed negative results (QoE: moderate) ( Table 4) . Although in all studies the kappa values increased after exclusion of subtypes, the minimum requirement for good reliability was fulfilled only in 2 studies (QoE: low). Regarding the main injury types, the types A and C had positive interobserver reliability in 4 out of 6 studies. However, the proportion of studies with positive findings did not reach the 75% cutoff for having an overall acceptable interobserver reliability (QoE: low). For type B injuries, only 1 study showed good reliability, while other 5 studies showed negative results with kappa values as low as 0.22 (QoE: moderate). Interobserver reliability of the subtypes was reported in 4 studies. Subtypes A0 and B3 had positive interobserver reliability in multiple studies (QoE: low), whereas the interobserver reliability of other subtypes was negative in all studies (QoE: moderate).
The interobserver agreement was reported in 7 studies. In some studies, the agreement was assessed between observers and a predefined gold standard, whereas others evaluated the agreement among participating observers. The interobserver agreement of the overall morphologic classification ranged between 0% and 55.5% (Table 2) . In all the studies, the agreement improved with exclusion of subtypes and ranged between 12% and 64.8%. The interobserver agreement of the subtypes was reported only in 1 study, ranging from 0% (A2) to 98% (B3).
The intraobserver agreement of the overall morphologic classification was reported in 2 studies, ranging from 75% to 85% (Table 2 ). With exclusion of subtypes, the agreement increased beyond 85% in both studies. Furthermore, the intraobserver agreement of the main injury types was reported in one study, with 87% agreement for type A, 89% for type B, and 94% for type C.
Among all studies, the article by Kepler et al 23 was unique due to a large number of observers. Furthermore, the findings of this study were analyzed in 2 subsequent studies. 24, 25 Kepler et al 23 evaluated the reliability of the ATLICS, using highquality computed tomography scans of 25 patients and a large group of observers consisting of 100 AOSpine-affiliated surgeons from 5 continents. Although they showed good intraobserver reliability of the overall morphologic classification with exclusion of subtypes (mean kappa¼0.81), their findings were low for the overall morphologic classification (k ¼ 0.68), type A (k ¼ 0.57), and type B (k ¼ 0.43) injuries (Table 2 ). Furthermore, they showed good interobserver reliability for type A (k ¼ 0.8), type C (k ¼ 0.72), and the overall morphologic classification with exclusion of subtypes (k ¼ 0.74). However, the reliability of the overall morphologic classification and type B injuries was insufficient, with kappa values of 0.56 and 0.68, respectively. Meanwhile, except for subtype A0 (k ¼ 0.96), all subtypes showed low reliability, with kappa values ranging between 0.19 and 0.68. The overall agreement between all observers for the morphologic classification with and without inclusion of subtypes was 0% and 12%, respectively.
Effect of Observers' Experience, Training and Cultural Background
Sadiqi et al 24 further analyzed the results of the study done by Kepler et al, 23 exploring the differences in reliability of ATLICS among surgeons with low, moderate, and high experience. This study demonstrated negative results for intraobserver reliability of the overall morphologic classification for all 3 groups, with mean kappa values ranging between 0.67 and 0.69 (Table 2) . With exclusion of subtypes, the kappa values increased in all groups (mean kappa range: 0.79 and 0.83), showing good intraobserver reliability of the classification containing only the main injury types. Furthermore, they evaluated the agreement between observers and a predefined gold standard of the morphologic classification, which is considered as interobserver agreement. Considering the whole group of observers, the percentage agreement ranged between 32% and 96%, and only 26% of all observers reached high agreement, defined as agreement in at least 80% of cases. Regarding the subgroups, the proportion of observers with a high percentage of agreement was 30% in surgeons with low experience, 31.8% in those with moderate experience, and as low as 11.5% in highly experienced observers. In their second assessment of interobserver agreement 1 month later, although the range of percentage agreements was comparable with the first assessment, a smaller number of observers agreed in all subgroups. The authors concluded that the ATLICS yielded similar intraobserver reliability when used by observers with different levels of experience, although they did not statistically compare the findings between groups. In another study, Schroeder et al 25 analyzed a subsample of A3 and A4 cases from the study done by Kepler et al, 23 focusing on the effect of observers' culture and experience on the classification of burst fractures. In their study, although the percentage of agreement for classification of A3 injuries was significantly higher than that of A4 in all world regions (P < .01) and all subgroups with different levels of experience (P < .01), they found no statistically significant difference in classification of burst fractures between observers with different levels of experience or from different regions ( Table 2 ).
The effect of the level of training on the reliability of ATLICS was further evaluated in the study of Urrutia et al, 26 by comparing the kappa values of orthopedic surgery residents and spine surgeons. They found insignificant differences regarding the inter-and intraobserver reliability of the overall morphologic classification and main types of injury. 
Discussion
Current review is an evaluation of the methodology and findings of studies on measurement properties of ATLICS, rather than the classification itself. Based on the findings of this study, the evidence was insufficient for making conclusions about the measurement properties of ATLICS. Reliability and validity of a measurement instrument constitute one of the most important aspects of its overall quality, and measures with poor measurement properties may become a major source of bias. 14, 28 Therefore, following the development of a new measure, critical appraisal of the evidence on its measurement properties is of utmost importance.
There was no study on content and construct validity of ATLICS. Meanwhile, good content validity is considered as one of the most important criteria that should be met during the selection of measures. 19, 29 It has been suggested that measures with unknown content validity should be avoided in the first place. 19 Therefore, evaluation of the content validity of ATLICS by an independent expert panel is crucial.
There was no study on reliability of the modifiers and only limited evidence on reliability of the neurologic injury classification. Considering the reliability of the overall morphologic classification, percentages of agreement were highly variable and intraobserver studies showed conflicting findings. Moreover, there was moderate evidence for insufficient interobserver reliability of the overall morphologic classification. However, with exclusion of subtypes, reliability of the morphologic classification improved in most studies. The underlying reasons for the insufficient findings may stem from the sources of variation that influence the reliability of measurements, such as patients, observers, and the measurement instruments. 30, 31 It has been demonstrated that observers' experience and cultural background do not affect the reliability of ATLICS, [24] [25] [26] which is also a major advantage of this classification. Meanwhile, in all studies the same static images were used for repeated assessments. Therefore, it is more likely that the reliability of ATLICS might be negatively affected by inherent characteristics of this classification, such as extensive complexity, excessive number of subtypes or lengthy training requirement. Nonetheless, the exact source of negative results remains unknown and these results might be biased due to low quality of the studies.
The generalizability of the findings of reliability studies was limited. Generalizability relies on many factors, including the characteristics of the patients and observers. 31 In all included studies, the observers were exclusively spine surgeons. Therefore, it is not clear if their findings are generalizable to observers from other disciplines, including the radiologists. Furthermore, some studies used a purposive sampling method, aiming to include all injury categories. However, in practice, minor spine injuries are usually more prevalent and sample populations are more skewed toward lower injury intensities. 23, 24 Therefore, the purposive sampling approach further limits the generalizability of the findings. Besides, when evaluating the reliability of a measure in a heterogeneous sample, the kappa values are theoretically higher compared to homogeneous samples. 31 Therefore, studies with purposive samples may have overestimated the reliability of the ATLICS.
The most common methodological limitation of the studies was their statistical method, particularly due to the use of unweighted kappa. In contrast to the weighted kappa, simple kappa method fails to discriminate different levels of disagreement. 32 Using simple kappa is problematic, particularly in situations in which different disagreements have different consequences. 32 For example, in the context of spine injuries, misclassification of a less severe injury to a distant injury subtype may result in unnecessary surgical treatment, while misclassification to an adjacent subtype may result in less serious consequences. Therefore, it has been recommended to use the weighted kappa method for evaluation of the reliability of ordinal measures. 30 Meanwhile, this issue might be due to poor reporting, that is, the authors may have used the weighted kappa but failed to report it properly. Although quadratic weighting is the most common scheme, linear weighting seems more appropriate for ATLICS, since it has been shown that surgeons consider an equal progression of injury severity between almost all adjacent pairs of morphologic subtypes. 6 
Conclusions
The exclusion of the morphologic subtypes improved the reliability of ATLICS classification in most studies, resulting in acceptable interobserver reliability of the morphologic classification, and suggesting the simplification of ATLICS as an option for improvement of its reliability. However, it was difficult to draw a clear conclusion since validity studies were missing and reliability studies included in this review had inconsistent findings and methodological limitations. Since majority of the studies were performed by ATLICS developers, further assessments by independent investigators are recommended. ATLICS is an improvement over its predecessors as it includes their strengths and is likely to be increasingly used in future research. Furthermore, the extensive development process of ATLICS indicates a promising framework. Therefore, high-quality studies are warranted to reveal the advantages of this novel classification system.
